
 
 
 
Improvements to E-Suitability - paragraph library version 1.0.17– 14.3.2008 
 
We are pleased to announce further enhancements to E-Suitability which include significant 
improvements to the content.  These changes have been made in response to user feedback. 
 
The most significant changes are: 
 
A new paragraph library release which incorporates the following changes: 

o Change to explanation of adviser status to accommodate all types and levels of 
advice. 

o Improved general risk disclaimer text. 
o Improvement to text to explain discounted rate mortgage products. 
o Editable text to explain why other investment types not recommended. 
o Improved text to explain reason for selecting product provider for protection cases. 
o Two new sub needs for pension withdrawal cases. 
o New Will warning for Scotland cases plus reduced jargon for intestacy text. 
o Improved data input captions for new pension plans - gross contributions 

implemented for all cases. 
o Improved data input captions for transferred pension plans and additional personal 

lump sum contributions now supported. 
o Support for top up pension contributions now included. 
o New support for additional reasons for selecting an investment fund. 
o Support for “life of another” cases. 
o New risk warning for transferred ISAs, PEPs and Pensions. 
o Improved product description for ISAs. 
o Tracker Variable and Tracker Discount mortgages now supported 

 
 
Change to explanation of adviser status to accommodate all types and levels of advice 
The opening statements of suitability reports now make reference to the status of the adviser as 
being described the Client Agreement or Terms of Business.  The text has been adjusted slightly 
to meet the needs of mortgage advisers and others who are not operating as independent 
financial advisers.  An example of the amended text follows. 
 

  
 
 
 
 



 
Improved general risk disclaimer 
A generalised risk disclaimer is included near the end of all e-Suitability reports.  This is in line 
with COBS 9.4.7 (3) which requires that suitability reports should explain any possible 
disadvantages.   
 

 
 
Previously, investment risk was explained in terms of unit price falls and rises.  Now, a more 
easily understood statement is included to the effect that “... you may get back less than you 
invested”.  The new statement is more easily understood and therefore more TCF compliant.  
The new disclaimer now also includes a risk warning about foreign currency linked investments 
as shown below. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Improvement to text to explain discounted rate mortgage products 
The text to explain discounted interest rate mortgages has been improved.  Previously, text to 
explain discounted rate mortgages or split mortgage products which include a discounted rate 
was as follows: 
 

 
 
Now, the text more clearly states that the mortgage rate will change only if the “reference” rate to 
which the product is linked changes.  The improved new text follows. 
 

 
 
 



 
 
Editable text to explain why other investment types not recommended 
e-Suitability already provides automated support for inclusion of text to discount the use of 
alternative types to that which has been recommended.  Now, support is given to amplify the 
reason or reasons why an alternative form of investment to that which has been recommended 
is not suitable.  The new editable text is colour coded green in e-Suitability to denote that it may 
be amended.  An example follows. 
 

 
 
Selecting the green text found in the document preview area allows you to edit and amend it to 
match the precise situation of the client.  
 
Improved text to explain reason for selecting product provider for protection cases 
Previously, text to explain the reason for selecting a product provider for protection cases 
focussed upon the financial strength of the provider and competitiveness of the quoted premium.   
 
However, users of one particular network have requested inclusion of commentary about the 
product provider and its claims history.  We see merit in these points and an example of the 
improved text follows.   
 

  
 
You will notice the green text above - which is a default statement regarding the providers 
history of meeting valid claims for payment.  This part of the text is editable to cater for rare 
instances where a provider has been recommended where it does not have “a good record for 
meeting valid claims for payment”. 
 



 
 
Two new sub needs for pension withdrawal cases 
The need area “Pension withdrawal” encompasses options available to someone who wishes to 
take retirement benefits from a pension plan.  Annuity purchase may be selected from a pre-
retirement pension plan or one which is already in unsecured status.  Two new sub needs have 
been developed for the annuity purchase option.  These improvements have allowed other 
changes to the text to make sure the statements are more sensitive to the precise context of 
advice. 
 

 
 
e-Suitability text and paragraph selections have been amended to be specific to each situation – 
in particular where references to tax free cash arise.  If the sub need, “Annuity purchase from 
pre-retirement pension” is selected, paragraph selections for tax free cash appear as follows: 
 

 
 
Selecting one of the options will invoke an appropriate statement concerning the tax free cash 
choice which has been made.   
 
Alternatively, if the sub need, “Annuity purchase from unsecured pension” is selected the 
following text is automatically included: 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Note that reference to tax free cash being “Not available” appears in the block of text which 
summarises the plan features.  This appears even if a tax free cash payment amount is 
inadvertently entered in the box shown below when making the product selection.   
 

 
 
New Will warning statement for Scotland cases plus reduced jargon for intestacy text  
We are pleased to announce support for situations where it is more appropriate to advise a client 
about intestacy law of Scotland rather than England and Wales.  The appropriate selectable Will 
warning statement can be accessed in the “closing” section of the document map as shown 
below: 
 

 
 
An example of part of the text to explain Scottish intestacy rules follows. 

 
 



In response to user feedback the text explaining intestacy for England and Wales situations has 
been amend to remove the previous reference to “per stirpes”.  This mode of expression 
remains contemporary and has a precise legal meaning but is not easily understood outside the 
legal profession.  The affected text has therefore been adjusted as follows: 
 

 
 
 
Improved data input captions for new pension plans - gross contributions implemented 
for all cases 
Previously, the input screen for “new” pension cases did not specify whether the figures entered 
referred to gross or net contributions.  This ambiguity made it possible to rely on the product 
illustrations to clarify whether the agreed payment is expressed gross of net of income tax.  
However, we agree with users who have pointed out that clarity of expression in suitability report 
is more important than input simplicity.  For this reason, e-Suitability has now implemented gross 
contributions for all pension cases.  An example of the new input captions follows.  
 

 
 
The text has also been amended and an example of the new text follows. 
 

 
 
 



Improved data input captions for transferred pension plans and additional personal lump 
sum contributions now supported 
“Transfer” pensions in e-Suitability are those where an existing pension plan is transferred to a 
new provider - usually because the existing contract has a limited range of good quality 
investment funds.  Previously, additional lump sum investments were supported in e-Suitability 
but the necessary input steps lacked elegance.  In response to user feedback support is now 
given for additional lump sum investments to be included within a single input screen as follows. 
 

 
 
The text has been improved so that there is now a clear distinction between the transferred lump 
sum and the additional lump sum investment. 

 
 
 
Support for top up pension contributions now included 
Users have requested specific support for top up pension cases in a similar way to similar 
support recently given for top up ISA plans.  With ISA investments it is useful to show that the 
investment is a “top up” to an existing ISA to improve clarity in the suitability report.  A similar 
justification exists for top up pensions.  In some instances, topping up an existing plan will trigger 
lower plan charges than setting up a new plan – hence discriminating between the two types of 
plan does have some value for disclosure purposes.  
 
New paragraph selections appear in the document map section of the report screen as follows: 
 

 
 



A software development need has been recognised to allow the necessary selections for top ups 
and employer and employee contributions which when implemented will provide further 
automation opportunities. 
 
 
New support for additional reasons for selecting an investment fund 
The risk and performance profile of an investment fund are the most important criteria for 
selecting an investment fund for an individual investor.  In situations where the client has given 
more specific directions, for example to avoid overseas investments or include only “socially 
responsible” funds, this should ideally be documented in the “Needs and requirements” near to 
the beginning of the e-Suitability report or possibly in the “special factors affecting 
recommendation” section.   
 
However, situations can arise where there is a special feature of the investment fund which is 
more appropriately explained in the section dealing with the investment fund, perhaps by making 
reference to an attached key facts document.  Therefore support is now given for all investment 
cases where the “ATTACH KEY FACTS SHEETS FOR ALL FUNDS” selection has been made 
as shown below. 
 

 
 
If the above selection is made, a selection option will be included in the document map section 
as shown below. 
 

 
If the first option is selected, the following text will be inserted which will then allow more specific 
reasons for recommending the fund to be inserted. 
 

 
 
 



Support for “life of another” cases 
In most cases, a client will ask to arrange a plan on an “own life” basis.  On death, the plan is 
payable to trust is the plan is assigned or otherwise the “owner’s” legal estate.  However, 
situations do arise where it is desirable to arrange the plan on a “life of another” basis.   
 
In this situation, the owner of the plan is different from the “life assured”.  The owner will be the 
person receiving advice and the life assured will be a third party in whom the owner has an 
insurable interest - for example a spouse or business partner.  e-Suitability now provides support 
for “life of another cases” 
 
To complete a life of another case, enter the contract details in the normal way.  When reviewing 
the suitability report on screen, you will notice that the life assured name is set the name of the 
owner.  However, if you select the owner name on screen as shown below, a box will appear in 
the lower left of the screen to enable you to change the name if required as shown below. 
 

 
 
The document will be completed for compliance purposes by noting the reason for establishing 
the plan on a life of another basis in the client needs and requirements section of the report. 
 
New risk warning for transferred ISAs, PEPs and Pensions 
Some users have highlighted the need to warn clients about the risk of being out of the market 
as happens in most ISA, PEP and pension transfers.  We agree such a warning is a valuable 
inclusion and is in line with the FSA’s new TCF requirements.  Support is therefore now given for 
the following text to be automatically included for the above situations. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Improved product description for ISAs 
New ISA investment rules come into being with effect from 6 April 2008 and are a welcome 
simplification.  A new paragraph library will be released which will cover the new Cash ISA and 
Stocks and Shares ISA products.  In the meantime, the text to explain ISAs has been amended 
as follows: 
   

 
 
 
Tracker Variable and Tracker Discount mortgages now supported 
We are pleased to announce inclusion of Tracker mortgages as a distinct category of mortgage 
now supported in e-Suitability.  Tracker mortgages are of course a type of variable rate 
mortgage which have been supported in e-Suitability from inception.  However users who 
specialise in mortgage advice have requested inclusion of tracker mortgages since much of their 
advice ends with this product recommendation.  We agree the features of this form of variable 
rate mortgage are sufficiently distinct to merit the creation of new product types in e-Suitability. 
 
If a discounted tracker mortgage product is selected, the following text appears in the document. 
 

 
If a tracker variable mortgage product is selected, the following text appears in the document. 
 

 
 
New paragraph library 
To download the new paragraph library, select the “Data Update” option from the drop down 
menu which is assessable immediately after launching Report Writer.   
 

 
 
Then follow the onscreen instructions. 
 
 



What’s next 
• More support for network fact find risk descriptions and risk profiling tools.  We aim next 

to include support for Watson Wyatt’s tool in E-Suitability.  
• Short term and with profits annuities. 
• Improved support for discounting alternative products which have not been 

recommended.  This will be done by including some “default” text which is editable should 
the need arise. 

• Greater support for automated inclusion of text to document client “needs and demands” 
• A new section on National Savings products – a respectable inclusion whenever you 

make a lump sum encashable investment recommendation.  This will be included as a 
new need area for ease of access.  

• Private medical insurance. 
• Contracted out pensions. 

 
 


